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SUPPLY CHAIN INFORMATION FLOW
MODELING WITH BOND GRAPHS
Abstract: Bond graphs are graphical descriptions of the
dynamic behavior of physical systems independent of
the domain. This means that systems with different
domains (electrical, mechanical, hydraulic, acoustic,
thermodynamic, and chemical, etc.) can be described
on the same way. The basic premise of all modeled
systems is that their appropriate bond graphs are based
on the maintenance and exchange of energy.
To describe the dynamic characteristics of the
information flow in the supply chain, methodology for
modeling using bond graphs can be used. Bond graphs
help to significantly simplify the analysis of some
phenomena that arise in the supply chain with respect
to the numerous restrictions and requirements.
Keywords: supply chain, bond graphs, modeling,
information flow

1. INTRODUCTION
As it can be seen from the perspective
of flow of materials, products or semifinished products, supply chains can be
presented as a network of transformation
and accumulation (storage) elements
(objects) that are associated with channels
passing materials, semi-finished and
finished products, similar as in the case of
a network of roads where passing vehicles.
In addition to product flow, exist also
information flow which is not less
important for the analysis.
An efficient system of management
with knowledge of mechanisms and
principles of functioning of variables that
describe this phenomenon should be used
for further analysis based on models. Bond
graphs could be used for that purpose.

2. BOND GRAPHS
Bond graph modeling is a powerful
tool for modeling engineering systems and
is a form of object-oriented physical

systems modeling [1].The concept of
energy as the starting, common point in
studying the behavior of the system is not
new. With that kind of approach to the
problem were first faced Hamilton and
Lagrange, and later Firestone and his
contemporaries. In recent years, it is
important to mention H. M. Paynter,
professor from Cambridge, who came to
the idea in 1955 of a graphical presentation
of the system with bond graphs, also
known as power connection graphs or
power flow through system graphics. His
first work in this area, Analysis and Design
of Engineering Systems, was published in
1961 and this year is the beginning of
theory of bond graphs [4].
The idea was further developed by
Wellstead [5], Karnopp and Rosenberg in
their textbooks [6, 7], such that it could be
used in practice [8, 9]. By means of the
formulation by Breedveld [10] of a
framework based on thermodynamics,
bond graph model description evolved to a
systems theory.
This method is a graphical method for
obtaining a mathematical model of an
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arbitrary physical system, i.e. its
application leads to the equations of
motion (states), and it is possible to
calculate the transfer function of the
system. The task of the method is to
specify energy interactions in the system
over the energy connections between the
elements, so called bonds. Therefore, the
elements of physical systems are
considered as energy converters.
2.1 Model types
The observed systems can be
presented with different types of models:
graphical (drawing scale), network, bond
graphs, block diagrams and mathematical
(Figure 1).
Graphical Network Bond Block Mathematical

increasing level of abstraction
Figure 1. Model types
Network models are used for
modeling of electrical and hydraulic
systems, and the block diagrams are used
in the field of automatic control and
regulation. Bond graph is combination of
the two previous models with their best
features. The main difference between
them is in the labeling. While the elements
of network models are graphic diagrams,
bond graphs are using letters. Good
characteristics of the bond graph shows
elements connect through junctions (node
fields)
and
causality
of
power
relationships. The first feature is taken
from the network model and second from
block diagram. Also, good quality of bond
graph is that systems with different types
of energy are considered as a whole, i.e.
without
separation
into
smaller
subsystems.
2.2 Variables
The energy related to elements of the
system can be presented by two system
variables whose product is the current

power that system can transmit.
Flow (f) variable presents flux, i.e.
amount of energy went through the
element per unit of time. The flow
variables describing something moving
through the element: the current through
the resistor, the fluid through the pipe, etc.
Effort (e) variable presents a change
of energy flow. The effort variables
measures the difference in states at the
entrance and exit of element, such as the
voltage drop across the resistor, the
pressure drop between the ends of a pipe,
the difference in speeds at the ends of coil,
etc.
This means that the flow, as through
variable, is related to a single point, while
the effort, as across variable, present the
difference between the values measured at
two different points, at the beginning and
end of an element of the system.
These two together make up a
mechanism for energy transfer (Figure 2)
and have a correspondence in practically
all physical fields.
flow (f)
Source

effort (e) System

Figure 2. Mechanism for energy transfer
Two other variables, the moment (p)
and the displacement (q), called stored
energy variables, are also defined by
integrating the power variables (e and f)
according to time. Those four variables are
state variables where their knowledge
allows knowing the state of the whole
considered system. They specify the time
history of energy flow within a system.
2.3 Model conversion
Basic assumptions that are valid for
variables during conversion from physical
to mathematical model are:
1) Physical variables definition.
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When defining a system it is necessary to
select accurately the physical variables
(velocity, strain, pressure, flow, etc.) that
describe the current state of the system,
and by which the behavior of the system
could be uniquely defined.
2) Equilibrium and compatibility
relationships. These two types of relations
together
are
called
the
system
relationships.
Equilibrium relations are always
related to flow variables. These include
nodal relations, relations of continuity,
flow, relationships concerning a single
point of system. These relationships reflect
the balance of speed, continuity of flow,
maintenance of energy and are valid for
the entire system and for its subsystems.
Compatibility relations are always
related to the effort variables. These are,
for example, contour relationships, i.e.
relations that are related to a closed path in
the system. They describe how changes in
individual elements of the system depend
on their connection with other elements.
3) Physical relationships. Represent
the relationships between flow and effort
variables. In other words, each element
individually meets the relevant laws of
nature, such as for example mechanics
relation between force and displacement,
the electrical between current intensity and
voltage, electro-mechanical between force
and the magnetic field intensity,
thermodynamical relationship between
temperature and heat flow, etc. All these
relations together are called constitutive
relationships, because they are specific to
certain element, i.e. constituent of the
system.
To obtain the equations of motion
(states) it is necessary to combine system
and constitutive relations. Before that,
system boundaries should be defined, as
well as linearization of constitutive
relationships, to make problem resolving
easier.
2.4 Standard elements

The standard bond graph elements that
will be defined below are two basic active
elements, three basic one-port passive
elements, two basic two-port elements and
two basic junctions (Table 1). Each of
these elements, along with a link (bond), is
more than mathematical relation. Together
they define the input-output characteristics
and direction of energy flow.
2.4.1 Active elements
There are two main sources of energy
for any system – source of effort and
source of flow. For the source of effort, the
effort is independent on flow at the exit of
the element, and for the source of flow, the
flow is independent on flow at the exit of
the element.
2.4.2 One-port elements
There are three different types of one
port elements, which in electrical systems
are: C – capacitance, and I – inductance, as
electrical flow storage (accumulators), and
R – resistance as energy consumer
(dissipator).
2.4.3 Two-port elements
Two-port elements can be divided
into: transformers, as energy converters,
which make a direct connection of the
flow and effort variables (e-e and f-f
relationships) and
gyrators (crosstransformers), performing cross-linking of
effort and flow variables (e-f and f-e
relationships). In contrast to one-port
elements, they have two energy ports,
input and output, which means that they
perform power (energy) conversion.
2.4.4 Junctions
Connecting the various elements of
the system can be serial or parallel.
Characteristics of sequential or serial
connection are that the total effort is equal
to the sum of efforts, and the flow through
each element is the same. Characteristics
of parallel connection are that the total
flow is equal to the sum of the flow, and
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the effort of each element is the same.
Serial and parallel connection of elements
in the bond graph can be presented by
effort and flow junctions respectively.
Flow junctions (P or 0) are paralel
junctions. In them efforts are equal, while
the amount of flows we put into junction
equals the sum of the flows coming out of
the junction.
Effort junctions (S or 1) are serial
junctions. In them flows are equal, while
the amount of effort we put into junction
equals the sum of the efforts coming out of
the junction.
It can be said that junction structures
represent two Kirchoff’s law.
Table 1 – Elements of bond graphs [2]

Bond

Element label
e

e

X

X

f

f

Causal hyphen
Figure 3. Causal convention
Characteristics of each bond are that
above it is written label of effort variable
(e), and under is flow variable (f). In
Figure 3 with X is marked an element, and
the arrows next to variables indicate which
variable is taken as input and which as
output from the element. Causal hyphen is
placed normal to one end of the bond.
Causal conventions can be defined as
follows: If element and hyphen are located
at the same side of bond, then input
variable to element is effort, and output
variable is flow. Otherwise, if element and
hyphen are from different sides of bond,
then input variable to element is flow, and
output variable effort.
It is important to make distinction
between labeling of causality and power
flow: semi-arrow of power flow shows
adopted positive direction of power
transmission, and causal arrow indicates
which of variables is adopted for input and
which for output from the element.
2.5.1 Active elements causality
Source of effort (Se) gives effort at the
output, and source of flow (Sf) gives flow
at the output. For these types of elements
these are the only possibilities for
distribution of output values.

2.5 Causality
The input-output causality is a very
useful tool in modeling systems, because it
allows later addition of input-output
functions to effort and flow variables with
the help of causal hyphens. This is done by
using the causal convention shown in
Figure 3. The direction of semi-arrow
(power transfer) is not important for this
convention, which means that it can be to
or from the element.

2.5.2 One-port elements causality
For all three elements both causalities
are possible.
2.5.3 Two-port elements causality
For transformers causality for output
bond is the same as causality of input
bond, while the reverse is in the case of
gyrator, where causality of input and
output bond are different.
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2.5.4 Junctions causality
For these elements determination of
causality is more complex, i.e. there are
certain rules.
For effort junction causality (output
flow causality) all bonds have the output
flow in relation to the junction, but one
that has the input flow. This simplified
means that around effort junction on every
bond hyphens should be drawn next to
junction, except one where bond causal
hyphen is on the other side of junction.
For flow junction causality (output
effort causality) all bonds have the output
effort in relation to the junction, but one
that has the input effort. This simplified
means that around flow junction on every
bond hyphens should be drawn on the
other side of junction, except one where
bond causal hyphen is next to the junction.
2.6 Assigning causality to bond graph
After drawing a bond graph it is
necessary to assign causality too. In
assigning causality to bonds following
tasks should be accomplished:
1) uniquely determined causalities for
sources of energy are assigned first,
2) as long as possible, assigning of
preferred
(integral)
causalities
to
accumulators is done, taking into account
the causalities of two-ports elements and
junctions that are higher priority,
3) at the end, assigning of causalities
to dissipators should be done. If remains a
dissipator which causality is not
determined, an arbitrary causality will be
assign to it and, thus, complete casuality of
the graph.
Based on above mentioned it can be
established following list of priorities in

determining causalities:
1) sources of energy,
2) junctions,
3) two-port elements,
4) accumulators, and
5) dissipators.

3. ANALOGIES
The equations of motion and behavior
of different physical systems indicate that
there are great similarities between them.
This means that if one requires more
information about bulky mechanical
systems, he can make the appropriate
analogue electrical system on the basis of
their behavior, and can make conclusions
about the behavior of mechanical systems.
In addition, the results are very accurate
and this method of testing is quite cheaper
and simpler.
Procedures for deriving equations of
motion for different physical systems are
almost the same, the equations have the
same form and almost every physical
variable in a system has a corresponding
analogue in other system (Table 2).
Analogies provide many benefits. If
one discovers some new findings, in the
study of a system, then it may be applied
on its analogues. Analogies can be harmful
when they apply for physical laws that are
impossible. On the other hand, the analogy
is very useful in the detection of system
behavior with which we meet for the first
time through its analogues whose behavior
is clearly due to better knowledge of such
systems.
In this study, we used the analogies,
primarily with the physical flow of
products through the supply chain.
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Table 2 – Classification of analogies between different physical systems
Classification
Flow
Effort
Equilibrium
Compatibility
Relationship
Physical
Variable

Source

Flow
Effort

Electrical
i
u
∑i=0
∑u=0
i=1/L×∫udt
i=C×u´
i=u/R
i(t)
u(t)

4. CASE STUDY
The supply chain is always composed
of
several
parties
(suppliers,
manufacturers, assemblers, distributors,
retailers and customers) situated in distant
geographical areas (Figure 4). The
dependence between these parties is a
share in the delivery of products (product
flow), through the transport logistics, in
processing order (information flows) and
financial transactions (financial flow) [2].

Figure 4. Supply Chain Model [10]
Here, attention is payed especially on
information flow aspect of supply chain.
If one observe small and medium
enterprises in the existing supply network,
the SC partners export data that are of
common interest in e-hub (information hub
or junction), so that the current data is
always available to all members of the
network [12].
In order to build an integrated B2B
supply chain network, there must be an
exchange and market place that understand
all document structures to facilitate
business data interchange services. One
important approach to B2B supply chain
integration is e-hubs that instantly process
and forward all relevant information to all
appropriate partners along the supply

Mechanical
v
F
∑v=0
∑F=0
v=1/m×∫Fdt
v=1/c×F´
i=F/b
v(t)
F(t)

Thermal
q
T
C×dT/dt=qnet
∑T=0
?
qnet=CT×T´
q=1/RT×(T1-T2)
q(t)
T(t)

Fluid
Q
p
dV/dt=Qu-Qi
∑p=0
i=1/Lf×∫pdt
Q=Cf×p´
Q=1/Rf×(p1-p2)
Q(t)
p(t)

chain, so that the entire supply chain can
work as a whole (Figure 5).

Figure 5. E-hub architecture [10]
Most companies are not able to
respond to events in the environment
without the help of its partners. The
existence of information barriers between
partners causes delays in delivery and time
consumption
for
resolving
misunderstandings
and
errors
in
communication.
The rise of the Internet has made it
possible to virtually integrate various
channel members and functions of a
supply chain. All participants can transfer
the information in real time with least
transaction cost and global reach by using
the Internet as the main medium.
4.1 Comparision of product and
information flow elements
Information flow is result of
operations of storage, displacement or
transformation made on information. The
revealing of these operations is possible
through the existence of diferent elements:
 Storage elements are used for
keeping
the
information
pending
transformation and output,
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 Displacement
elements
are
information networks and Internet,
 Transformation
elements
are
queries or filters that transform
information from one to another form
preferable for the end user.
To present complet comparision with
physical (product) flow elements (Table
3), two more elements are introduced –
one for connection to input elements, and
another one for connection to output
elements. In information flow structure
those two are requests for information or
information for upload and processed
information (response to requests).
Table 3 – Comparision of product and
informaton flow elements in SC [2]
Objects

Product flow

Information
flow

Manipulated
object

Product

Information

Storage element

Stock

Displacement
element

Transfer way
Junction

Database,
table
Internet,
network
Junction

Transformation
element

Machine

Query, filter

Connecting to
input system

Flow source

Connecting to
output system

Well

Request for
information
or for upload
Response to
a request

4.2 Descriptive variables associated with
information flow
Description of the information flow
evolution within a supply chain requires
obtaining different types of information.
Visibility is a very important feature
of flexible supply chains. Consider the life
cycle of an order created on the Internet by
customer. In a perfect adaptive network,
information about the order should be
available to suppliers along the supply
chain immediately. They can check the
availability of the required components in
their inventories and simultaneously
respond to the request. All organizational
units in the enterprise, or external partners
who participate in the supply chain, may

be involved in order realization and can
tracking it through all stages of the supply
chain, all through delivery the requested
products to the buyer eventually. The
possibility of tracing the status of orders is
the core of visibility. The challenge that
arises, regarding the visibility, is that the
majority of companies still keep their data
in separate systems, and the fact that
external suppliers are generally not
integrated into the enterprise information
system.
In order to propose metrics for
information flow, we use the analogy with
adequate flow variable in physical
(product) flow – average number of
products per unit of time, and named flow
variable as average number of requests
per time unit. C-element placed on 0
junction corresponds to a communication
lines and capacity value Cmax corresponds
to limited capacity of the database. The
displacement variable which is defined by
integrating flow variable over time
represents the number of requests.
Another important characteristic of
modern supply chains is the speed of
response, i.e. the speed with which the
database is able to respond to a request. In
information flow analysis this is effort
variable. For example, how quickly partner
can respond to an order in terms of
dissemination of information through the
supply chain.
Ordering time is another important
characteristic, since there could be
problems if orders for same product come
from different places simultaneously. One
which was timely placed, before the
others, should be preceded immediately to
check out. Other orders can be realized if
there are enough goods in stock.
Manufacturing time is not relevant for
information flow but for product flow.
In
comparision
to
parameters
characterizing the diferent elements
handling the product flow, the parameters
characterizing the diferent elements
handling the information flow throughout
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the supply chain are given in Table 4.
Table 4 – Comparision of product and
informaton flow parameters in SC [2]
SC element
Stock
Database

Machine

Query, Filter
Flow source
Request for
information
Well
Response to
a request

Parameter
Physical capacity Cmax, expressed in
number of products
Database capacity Cmax, expressed in
number of requests
- Number of products can be
processed simultaneously.
- Treatment frequency of products,
Xmax
- Number of information can be
processed simultaneously.
- Maximal speed of response, Xmax
Input flow
Input information
Unlimited physical capacity
Output information

upload to the database, along with the
number of processed information ready to
be sent to SC partners, shall not be higher
than Cmax.
4.4 Modeling of the information flow
transfer within a supply chain
The characteristic parameters of the
support, on which are stored, transported
and modified information through the
supply chain, are now expressed. The
variables of the information flow are
previuosly described and parameters are
designated. These parameters, laws and
variables are considered in analogy with
the product flow. A network model of
information flow in supply chain is
illustrated in figure 6.
S

4.3 Behavioral laws asociated with
information flow
A physical flow, whatever its nature,
is subject to laws governing its key
variables: flow, density and speed. In case
of information flow such laws could be
derived from analogies with product flow.
No recognized theory of information
(i.e., the statistical theory of Shannon et al,
and the algorithmic theory of Kolmogorov,
Chaitin, and Solomonoff) has a law of
conservation of information. William
Dembski and Werner Gitt have each
invented
their
own
nonstandard
information theories, but neither of these
theories is used in science or engineering,
and their claims are not supported by the
vast body of research into information
theory [13].
By analogy with product flow, the
flow is supposed to be always in
equilibrium and evolves from a steady
state to another (Table 2). It is about rule
that each request for information should
have adequate response.
Maximum database load per unit of
time must not exceed the theoretical value
given by Cmax, which means that the sum
of the number of requests and files for

S

A
D
R

A
S1

S2

DB

T

D
R

T

C

C

M

M

registration

input

transformation import

transformation output

Figure 6. Physical (network) model of
information flow in supply chain
Following simbols were used on
figure 6 for modeling of information flow
through supply chain: S – suppliers, A –
assemblers, D – distributors, R – retailers,
C – customers, M – manufacturers, S1 –
request for information, S2 – information
for upload, T – queries or filters, DB –
database (information junction, e-hub).
It is noticeable that the entire
communication between the partners, in
the supply chain, actually operates through
an information hub and, in contrast to the
horizontal movement of products, has the
character of the vertical connectivity. In
Figure 6 one can see the entire supply
chain on the left and right area of the
physical model. In bond graphs modeling
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it will not be noticeable since here are
consider the impact of information only. In
relation to entry into modeling of bond
graphs are two kinds of requirements that
can generate any partner of the supply
chain, which are a request for information
and files for upload.
Request for information could be
about: actual offer, actual state of an order,
stock, actual position of tranportation
vehicle, delivery time, etc. The request
should be submited on web portal after
partner registration and an answer will be
generated from the database after querying
or filtering.
To have actual state of data in
database, each partner should timely
upload information about: stocks, prices,
availability, manufacturing time, delivery
time, transportation, etc. Since many
partners could have different file formats
for upload, transformation by querying
should be applied before inserting into
database.
At the end, bond graph model is
presented on figure 7. Graph has been
drawn with 20-sim 4.2 Controllab Products
B.V. 2011 software. This software can
support realization of different kinds of
model together with simulation. The
software can automatically determine the
causality of elements and correct errors
that arise from bad elements connections.
Meaning of symbols are given in
addition. MSf (S1 and S2) are sources of
two different flows – request for
information and files for upload, where fs1
is average number of requests per unit of
time and fs2 is average number of files for
upload per unit of time. MTF (TF1 and
TF2) are modulated transformations for
files upload and requests for information.

R1min and R2min are minimum of time
necessary for upload and response to a
request. Cmax is maximum database load.

Figure 7. Bond graph model of
information flow in supply chain

5. CONCLUSION
In this paper, research about
implementation of bond graph modeling
for information flow through supply chain
has been performed. Previously realized
research made for physical flow transfer
[2] was the basis for comparision and
further analisys.
After performed comparision analisys,
following conclusions has been made:
 storage,
displacement
and
transformation elements exists in both
cases (Table 3),
 descriptive variables are different,
but analogies between parameters exists
(Table 4),
 lack of behavioral laws asociated
with information flow, and
 derived bond graph model can be
used for simulation with adequate
software.
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